All About Dem Saints

“All About That Bass”, released by Epic Records in 2014, was the debut single by American singer-songwriter Meghan Trainor. Co-written by Meghan and the song’s producer, Kevin Kadish, it was praised by some and called a novelty song by others. Despite these different opinions, the song received Grammy Award nominations for Record of the Year and Song of the Year and sold 11 million copies worldwide. Spending eight weeks atop the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and topping the charts in numerous other countries, its lyrics are all about maintaining a positive self image.

Meghan Trainor and company dances and sings “All About That Bass”.

Positive image is everything, and the Saints have a lot of which to be proud. What’s not to love about Drew Brees? Since joining the Saints, he’s led all NFL quarterbacks in touchdowns, passing yards, and 300-yard games. Defensive end Cameron Jordan is one of the league’s best down players and had 13 sacks in 2017. Running back Alvin Kamara became the first player in NFL history to have 1,000 rushing yards and 1,000 receiving yards in his first 20 games. Cornerback Marshon Lattimore is probably the best cornerback in the NFL this season; and wide receiver Michael Thomas, in just his second season with the Saints, caught the ball 104 times from Drew Brees.
Drew also holds the NFL records for career pass completions, career completion percentage, career passing yards and is second in the most career touchdown passes (not far behind Peyton Manning). In addition, Drew has passed for over 5,000 yards in a season five times — no other NFL quarterback has achieved this more than once. And that’s just part of Coach Sean Payton’s excellent team.

The Saints’ Drew Brees keeps breaking records.

With that in mind, and with Gayle Benson’s New Orleans Saints doing so well, here is my take on:

“All About Dem Saints”

[Chorus]

Because you know it’s all about dem Saints
‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints

[Verse 1]

...
Yeah, it’s pretty clear,  
our Drew is true blue  
And he can pass it, pass it,  
like he’s supposed to do  
Cause he’s got that charmed arm,  
and got that cool pace  
And just “The Right Stuff”  
for the Super Bowl race  
I see some magazines  
sayin’ my Saints will flop  
We know their spiel ain’t real,  
come on now, make ‘em stop  
With your hot classy passin’,  
Drew, tear ‘em up  
Cause every inch of you is perfect  
from the bottom to the top

[Pre-Chorus]

Yeah, my momma she told me don’t worry about our guys  
She says, “Saints like a little more drama to win the prize”  
(that drama, drama, uh, bad mama jama)  
You know we won’t stand for stick-figure,  
bag-headed fans no more  
So, if that’s what you’re into then move along,  
there’s the door

[Chorus]

Because you know it’s all about dem Saints  
‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em  
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em  
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em  
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints
[Verse 2]

Hey, they’re bringin’ winning’ back
Go ‘head and tell them non believers that
No, I’m just sayin’
Who Dats know where y’at
But I’m here to tell you
Every inch of you is perfect
from the bottom to the top

[Pre-Chorus]

Yeah, my momma she told me don’t worry about our boys
She says, “Saints like a little more drama, so make some noise”
(that drama, drama, uh, bad mama jama)
You know we won’t stand for stick-figure,
bag-headed fans no more
So, if that’s what you’re into then move along,
there’s the door
[Chorus]
Because you know it’s all about dem Saints
‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints
Because you know it’s all about dem Saints
‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints
Because you know it’s all about dem Saints
‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints, we love ‘em
It’s all about dem Saints, ‘bout dem Saints
Bless you Boys, and Geaux Saints!
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